Journeys

Our tasting journeys offer three whiskies in 2cl serves. The idea being that each should take
you on a unique journey through the given region. We are more than happy to make changes
and price accordingly, or alternatively create journeys to order

Introduction to Scotch
We start our journey deep in the Scottish Highlands at the fabled Clynelish
Distillery with their eponymous 14yr. We then head South to Speyside for
the luscious sherry bomb that is Benromach 15yr. No introduction to Scotch
could ever be complete without a trip west to Islay; Caol Ila 12yr is an incredible example of light yet complex smoke
Price 200 dkk
Wood Work
In this journey we explore the highly skilled craft of the coopers and the
effect the barrels ultimately have on the finished product. We start off with
a fruity and tropical number, the Balvenie 14 Caribbean Cask, matured in
Caribbean Rum casks. Moving on to something more refined and elegant,
with the Teeling Revival Calvados Cask. The fresh orchard fruit notes inherent in Irish malts are attractively amplified by the Calvados casks. Finishing
with something rich and sweet, the Loch Lomond Madeira Finish, a malty yet
succulent dessert dram
Price 250 dkk
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Irish

We begin our Irish journey in the nation’s capital, at the first new distillery in
Dublin for over 125 years. Teeling Single Grain is a stunning example of the
innovation happening in Irish distilling and a brilliant expression of what
grain whiskey is when done right. Next, we move on to the uniquely Irish
style of Pure Pot Still whiskey with the much-acclaimed Green Spot Château
Léoville Barton. We finish our tour of the Emerald Isle with Redbreast 21yr,
an incredible expression of Pure Pot Still whiskey and a must on anyone’s
bucket list
Price 300 dkk

Speyside

Geographically, Speyside is a region within the Highlands of Scotland. Distinguished for its high concentration of distilleries. Broadly speaking, Speyside whiskies can be classified as falling into one of two camps. We start of
at one end of the spectrum, with the light, grassy and fresh BenRiach 10yr.
Moving over to the other side of the spectrum with Glenfarclas 21. The
ultimate rich and round after dinner dram. And finishing off with the Rolls
Royce of single malt whisky, heavily sherried, very structured and incredibly
complex, Macallan 18
Price 350 dkk
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The All American Dream

We head stateside to Kentucky with three of our favourite bourbons. Elijah
Craig 12yr kicks off the party with a lovely expression from the much-celebrated Heaven Hill distillery. Then it is over to Four Roses for their delicious
Small Batch 2017 limited edition. To finish your journey (and quite possibly
your night) we have Buffalo Trace’s Stagg Jr. Each batch of the Stagg Jr
varies in ABV but is always north of 60% and jam packed with flavour
Price 350 dkk

Campbeltown

Although the Campbeltown region only has three distilleries its quality
and status in the whisky world is unquestionable. We begin with the lesser
known Killkerran W.I.P 2nd Edition from the Glengyle distillery, a wonderfully balanced dram. Next up is a very limited edition from Springbank, the
much sought-after Local Barley 10yr. Staying with Springbank we add some
peat to the equation with the Longrow Red 11yr Cabernet Franc finish
Price 300 dkk
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My peat is bigger than yours

Smoke heads rejoice! We’ve put together a truly mighty hat-trick of whiskies
to blow your taste buds to bits. Port Askaig 14 breaks us in gently with fresh
and vibrant smoke. Moving on to the limited-edition Ardbeg Grooves, a rich,
sweet and meaty bonfire on your palate. We draw a close this peat project
with a true beast, both in terms of pure smoke and ABV, the colossal
Lagavulin 12yr Cask Strength
Price 300 dkk

The Viking Trail

We start our Viking trail in the north of Sweden with Box Dálvve. Light,
approachable and very tasty. Then it’s down to the Danish country side and a
really interesting example of Danish whisky from Thy. To complete our journey, we hop in our long boats and head over to the Orkney Islands to sample
our choice from Highland Park’s well-revered “Valhalla” range
Price 300 dkk
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Asia

Asia is no slouch when it comes to making whisky. We start this rock star
line-up with the multi-award-winning Nikka 17yr Taketsuru. A tough act to
follow but we feel that Kavalan’s “Vhino Barrique” previous winner of the
“world best single malt” at the “World Whiskies Awards” should do the trick.
We close this journey with a punchy, peaty number from Ichiro’s wonderful
Chichibu distillery. The 2016 edition really is something special
Price 400 dkk
Rest in Peace
For our R.I.P journey we start off with a wonderful 1970’s bottling of Gilbey’s
Spey Royal. This is a fantastic way to show how blends have evolved over
the recent decades. Next we have a real crowd pleaser in Rosebank Flora &
Fauna. Mothballed in 1993. The ultimate representation of a Lowland whisky,
the Flora & Fauna is all hard fruit and floral sweetness. Then, where else could
we end but on Islay with Port Ellen. This absolute behemoth in the world of
Scotch collectors, writers, and most importantly drinkers is everything you
could possibly hope for, and then some. We have managed to get our hands
on a bottle of the 32 Year old (15th Release). All very limited bottles.
Price 2000 dkk
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Light & Refreshing cocktails

Approachable drinks perfectly suited to the warmer weather. Ideal as an introduction to
whisky and whisky cocktails

Penicillin
130 dkk

Our take on a well-known and much loved
modern classic. Honey, ginger and lemon are
mixed with liberal amounts of Compass Box
Spice Tree, a dash of bitters and a little touch of
smoky scotch

All across the sands
140 dkk

Sherry and whisky often go hand in hand. We
have shaken up some Great King St Artist’s
Blend with Olorosso sherry, lime juice and some
homemade blood orange and Champagne jam

Scofflaw
130 dkk

One of our all time favorite classic cocktails.
Michter’s Rye combines with dry vermouth,
lemon juice, homemade grenadine and a few
dashes of bitters. A very approachable and
moreish drink

*We are more than happy to substitute any of the whisky in our cocktails,
and price accordingly*
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Rich & Heavy cocktails

Some full-bodied drinks to warm the soul. Ideal nightcap material

Whisky bar thick
shake
140 dkk

A decadent and booze filled thick shake. Like
mint chocolate shakes? Don’t miss out on this.
Be warned, it is deceivingly strong!

Bobby Burns
170 dkk

Like your whisky smoky and your cocktails
stiff? Then this is a perfect fit. Ardbeg Uigeadail meets Antica Formula sweet vermouth and
Benedictine. This really packs a punch

Japanese Coffee
(winter edition)
170dkk

Irish Coffee meets Manhattan. Nikka Coffey
Malt, Antica Formula vermouth, Mexican Coffee
Liqueur and cream. An interesting, boozy, complex number. Served hot.

*We are more than happy to substitute any of the whisky in our cocktails,
and price accordingly*
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Classic Cocktails

Old Fashioned
170 dkk

Literally the definition of a cocktail. Knob Creek
Rye, Angostura bitters and cane sugar. Rich
fruity and nutty

F*ck you Old
Fashioned
500 dkk

Quite simply the best old fashioned we can
make. The rare yet incredible Thomas H. Handy
rye is stirred down with cane sugar, Angostura
bitters and served on a hand cut ice block

Whiskey Sour
170 dkk

An ultimate uplifting whisky classic for all occasions. Lidkoeb Blend, lemon juice, sugar, egg
white and bitters. We genuinely believe this is
the perfect whisky sour

Creole No.2
170 dkk

A cocktail revived from the early 1900s. A herbal
and rich alternative to the better known Manhattan. Knob Creek rye and Antica Formula are
mixed with Benedictine and Amar Picon for a
unique and exceptional tipple
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